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Abbey Protect’s patent protected portfolio of Securablinds® 
protects people and buildings from blast, ballistic and forced 
entry attacks. 

Manufactured in the UK Securablinds® have achieved the 
accreditation for forced entry and blast protection against 100kg 
and 500kg TNT equivalent. 

Securablinds® blades are manufactured with high tensile steel 
rods and fastened to the inner frame. These patent protected 

methods and technologies guarantee Securablinds® high pressure 
blast absorption and controlled deformation properties. 

We have developed range of products that protect against:

» Blast

» Ballistic attack

» Forced entry

 PROTECT PEOPLE AND BUILDINGS FROM 
BLAST, BALLISTIC AND FORCED ENTRY ATTACKS. 
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Securablinds unique patent protected design achieves 
unparalleled resilience and blast absorption standards in attack 
scenarios. Blasts are unpredictable which is why Securablinds 
have constantly been subjected to numerous blast trials since 
their development in 2000. 

Years of development and testing have culminated in an exact 
product specification increasing strength and integrity during the 
steel bending and welding manufacturing process.

TESTING

Testing has been carried out by the following independent 
organisations

» Grendon Design Agency

» DNV GL

» Comblast

HIGHEST MANUFACTURING STANDARDS

Securablinds® are built at our own manufacturing facility in North 
West UK and adhere to ISO: 9001/2015 manufacturing standards.

ACCREDITATION

Securablinds patent protected systems are installed in many 
locations on behalf of Government and commercial organisations 
in UK, Asia, Europe, Russia, Middle East and other countries. They 
have also been approved by:

» Loss Prevention Certification Board

» Secure by Design

» Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure 



Blasts come from a variety of sources from ruptured cylinders 
and extreme weather to chemical reactions and terrorist bombs. 
SECURABLINDS® security systems have been subjected to numerous 
blast trials since 2000. 

The integrity of the Securablinds® Blast Blinds has been fully tested by the 
following independent organisations:

DNV GL’S WORLD LEADING TEST CENTRE DNV GL

Spadeadam test site is a unique facility carrying out research and technical 
service work for the oil and gas process and energy industries, construction 
industries as well as government agencies.

With qualified explosives engineers, DNV GL has the facilities and expertise 
to carry out trials involving the use of high explosives for a wide variety of 
purposes.

COMBLAST BLAST TESTING 

Comblast offers blast testing to internationally 
recognised standards using arena trials where a 
number of samples are tested using a single charge 
typically 100kg to 500kg TNT equivalent.

SECURABLINDS® BLAST PROTECTION

1.  An explosion occurs radiating a 
blase pressure wave in all directions.

The closing of the blind is 
triggered by the forward force of 
the blast wave.

The blast is absorbed by the blind 
protecting occupants and contents 
in the building.

3.  The Securablinds® Blast Blind 
absorbs the force of the pressure 
wave, stopping glass, shrapnel and 
other blast material entering the 
building.

2.  Pressure wave smashes the window 
facing the glass and anti-shatter 
film to shut the blinds.

HOW DO SECURABLINDS BLAST WORK?



“ In terms of competitive advantage, 
there is nothing else on the 
explosion protection market similar 
to the security blind other than 
primary or secondary blast rated 
window systems, which do not have 
the same ability to absorb pressure 
as the security blind does through 
rapid and controlled deflection.”

   Simon Trundle, Chief Executive 
Grendon Design Agency



Below you can see minimal damage to the Securablinds® Blast Blind after 
detonating 100kg TNT equivalent 31 metres away. The negative phase of 
the blast has drawn the anti shatter film and glass shrapnel back towards 
the source but the blinds remain firmly in place

The images below and opposite shows the effect of detonating 500kg TNT 
equivalent blast at 28 metres. The controlled deformation or bowing of 
the blades demonstrates how Securablinds® absorb the full impact of the 
500kg explosion. 

REAL WORLD TEST RESULTS
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SECURABLINDS® DEFENDER

Our range of Securablinds® Defender products are ideal for forced entry 
prevention and ballistic attack. 

The Defender products mitigate against the number of casualties and 
damage to assets in the event of a hostile incursion by an active shooter or 
several shooters or from organised, resourced and committed burglars. 

Whether it is people, money, jewellery, data, equipment, chemicals, weapons, 
drugs or any other assets your organisation wants to protect, Abbey Protect’s 
experienced team of security consultants are drawn from specialist areas of 
global commercial security, covert law enforcement and counter terrorism 
protection.

Abbey Protect’s products can be incorporated into your building to create 
safe zones to provide protected shelter areas. Our products can be custom 
manufactured for indoor and outdoor use and even positioned to create a 
defensive position.

Supporting the defence and commercial markets our products also include 
ballistic resistant, window film, bollards, doors and barriers to mitigate 
against the ballistic threat from the perimeter of the building through to the 
rooms and corridors inside.

A NEW THREAT TO OLD INFRASTRUCTURE

The threat from the lone wolf, home-grown, off the radar terrorists who have 
been to war zones and trained in weapons use is relatively new. Most building 
construction has not caught up with this threat and they are not designed to 
protect people in the event of an attack. Abbey Protect can build resilience 
at critical points using our counter-terrorism expertise involving the use of 
resistant materials and products.
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COMPATIBLE WITH EXISTING  
BUILDINGS & NEW BUILDS

Our Securablinds® are made to fit your building and can be retrofitted to 
existing building structures or incorporated into a new build project. 

All products in the Securablinds® range can be adapted according to the 
vulnerabilities your organisation faces. Our Securablinds® Defender range of 
products are more suited to prevent forced entry or resist a ballistic attack. 

Our Securablinds® Blast range of products will protect your people and 
assets from a blast. The range below provides a flavour of the different 
styles we have available which can be powder coated in colours to suit your 
building’s aesthetics.  



One Grosvenor Square  
enjoys both a rich history 
and an enviable position 
in the heart of Mayfair
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BLAST MITIGATION

Securablinds® range of blast blinds are made to suit the exact 
specifications of your building. Abbey Protect’s range includes: 

» Left-hand or right-hand hung gate

» Double gate

» Fixed grille

» Double lock grille 

Our blinds are Internally fitted behind a building’s window for a high level of 
blast protection against the effects of blast and lethal glass shrapnel.

FORCED ENTRY MITIGATION

Protecting your organisation from organised, resourced and committed 
burglars is more likely to be a primary concern to prevent people stealing 
your assets or kidnapping your staff. Whether it is people, money, jewellery, 
data, equipment, chemicals, weapons, drugs or any other assets your 
organisation wants to protect, Abbey Protect’s experienced team of security 
consultants are drawn from specialist areas of global commercial security, 
covert law enforcement and counter terrorism protection.

Our range of Securablinds® Defender Products are designed to mitigate 
against forced entry 

SECURABLINDS® RANGE OF BLINDS

Securablinds® Blast Securablinds® Defender 
PremiumSecurablinds® Blast Plus Securablinds® Defender Securablinds® Defender Plus



 COMPARISON CHART
FEATURES DEFENDER BLAST

Blind can absorb the effects of a high level of blast and protect against lethal glass shrapnel. 7 4

Anti-shatter film applied to act as a trigger closing the blind within 10 milliseconds of the blast hitting the window. 7 4

85 mm polyester powder coated aluminium blades able to rotate through 180° combining the conventional features of a 
window blind and the high strength of a security grille.

4 4

Impervious barrier between a high level attack and the inside of a property. 4 4

Durable and resilient, with a high core strength. 4 4

Aluminium outer frame, steel inner frames, aluminium blades, high tensile rods (which create a barrier of protection), shoot 
bolts and two locking bars (which clamp the blades shut).

4 7

Comprising an enhanced steel outer and inner frame, aluminium blades, high tensile rods (which create a barrier of 
protection), enhanced hinge blocks, stainless steel hinge pins, and enhanced stainless steel shoot bolts. 7 4

Comes in a range of RAL colours to suit your premises 4 4

No broken cords, strings or blades. 4 4

Easy to maintain. 4 4

Multiple configurations are available. 4 4

Manufactured in accordance with ISO 9001:2015. 4 4

Unit can be packed either side up to 37.5 mm to accommodate variable aperture sizes. 4 4



GLOBAL SECURITY NETWORK

Security is a global issue and 
Abbey Protect has developed 
a network of global partners 
to ensure the relationships 
we build come with a local 
understanding. Closer networks 
ensure faster response and 
better communication.
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